
STOs are expensive, complex, high-
risk events that must be scoped, 
planned, scheduled, and executed 
with precision to stay competitive; it 
only takes one significant overrun to
severely impact a business financially.
By optimizing the planning processes
with a transformational single 
software platform, we bring visibility 
to all stakeholders, driving improve-
ments in communication and team 
collaboration.

Complex and expensive applications 
are used for many of the required 
functions for identifying the proper 
event scope worklist and planning 
work performed in corrective, 
preventive, and predictive activities. 
Each of these applications require 
expensive licenses, extensive train-
ing, and difficult analysis to ensure 
readiness for STO event schedule 
development and work execution.

This presents a large barrier for 
organizations seeking to improve 
scope and planning operations which 
are often shared between in-house 
and contract personnel alike. How do 
we improve visibility, communication, 
and collaboration for all with minimal 
impact to software licensing and 
training, while improving work scope 
and planning process efficiency?

THE SOLUTION – STOplanner
STOplanner is designed to address 
the industry problems described 
above, bringing the ability to 
budget, plan work activities, plan 
required materials, and personnel 
requirements into a single easy-to-
use platform, bringing streamlined 
efficiency and visibility across the
STO stakeholders. There is a very 
low threshold of training to use 
STOplanner, and with Role-Based 
Permissions, data cannot be cor-
rupted, but is easily communicated 
to everyone with a stake in the
event. There is no limit on assigning 
users into the system. This ensures 
all the data is available to everyone 
who needs it.

Transformational STO Planning
Taming Planning Chaos in the Digital Age

STOlogix offers a revolutionary front-end software 
solution which transforms the need for planning 
complex multi-software applications into a single 
platform, increasing efficiency and visibility.

BENEFITS
• One solution required for planning, system ensures 
 source systems are updated with your plans
• Intuitive Dashboard for real-time planning status
• Easily plan activities directly from reusable templates
• Easy to use for all STO stakeholders with minimal training requirements
• Gain alignment across the project team and stakeholders
• Improve scope definition and planning maturity across the organization
• Scheduling Toolset Independent – enables myriad complex application
 functionality to be transformed into simple process execution

THE PROBLEM – Streamlining 
complex and disparate STO 
software application on func-
tionality required for planning 
into a simple single innovative 
solution delivering a positive 
Return-on-Investment (ROI)
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WHY DO TURNAROUNDS FAIL?
• Failure to start early enough
• Failure to treat as projects
• Failure to apply best practices
• Failure to assign professional turnaround 
 management team
• Failure to control scope
• Failure  to identify and mitigate risks

ABOUT KAP PROJECT SERVICES
KAP Project Services is a leading consulting, 
software and services company that provides 
solutions that enable asset-intensive orga-
nizations to streamline and optimize their 
maintenance and capital planning, scheduling 
and STO Event work execution processes.

Our solutions are utilized by industry leaders 
worldwide in energy and utilites to improve 
STO scope definition, planning, scheduling, 
execution, and post-event analysis.

CONSULTING SERVICES 
We work with many of the world’s leading 
energy companies to achieve improved 
performance through our portfolio, program, 
project management, and industry-leading 
KAP Project Services Software Solution offerings. 
Our clients get reliable, cost-effective, quality 
solutions based on proven methodologies, 
efficient tools, and stable architectures.

APPROACH
KAP consultants use a proven ‘quick start’ implementation 
approach customized specifically for your organization. 
Plans for performing data imports and configuring user 
groups and uses will begin through a detailed data analysis. 
Specific training and administrative requirements will be 
evaluated and customized to ensure success. Data will be 
imported and functionality tested with formal acceptance 
by your organization.

RESULTS THAT MATTER
More efficient planning and estimating, along with quick 
transfer of job plans into the schedule save time and 
money. Perhaps more importantly, better data is generated 
and organized to help the team make better decisions 
regarding the turnaround event earlier in the timeline 
than with traditional methods. The ability to have all this 
organized information that is easily shared across the 
entire turnaround organization leads to better results, 
shorter learning curves, better data, and ultimately, better 
outcomes for the whole event.

A positive ROI will be enjoyed by STOlogix clients.
Efficiency and functionality gains improve efficiencies at
all major scoping and planning roles and improving
opportunities for on-schedule, on-budget STO event execution.

CONTACT US
Interested in improving your STO event success? Contact 
your KAP Project Services account executive today to 
customize your engagement and start realizing improved 
STO event planning.


